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HURLINGHAM
Once upon a time in a small Lancashire village, a 17th century period
house renovation project began. As the project unfolded, the owner of
the home had dreams of beautiful bathrooms inspired by architectural
design and artwork from the period. However, search as he may, he
could not find anything that worked with his vision.

Never one to be beaten, he pooled his contacts and travelled the
world to create his own range of products and from this day on,

Specialising in period design mixed with contemporary additions, the
Hurlingham fabric upholstered, gilded, stencilled and painted baths in
addition to bespoke options are also
available in an easy to use palette of
pre-selected fabrics and colours,
so you do not have to be an expert to
get the interior designer look.

Please note that due to limitations of the printing process/photography,
colour reproduction may vary slightly from the actual finish shown.

HURLINGHAM

4. Hurlingham

Handmade

Qualities & Characteristics
At Hurlingham we have created a range of handmade cast iron
and copper baths, basins and accessory products which are all
finished by skilled craftsman in the Hurlingham workshops in
Lincolnshire. To complete the range we have also sourced a
range of beautifully designed chinaware and brassware that is
made in England to complete the perfect suite.

The qualities and characteristics of Hurlingham handmade
bathrooms are truly outstanding as gilded baths take on an
appearance unique to the metal leaf and surface to which it is
applied, whilst polishing the exterior of cast iron baths creates a
highly burnished and industrial pitted finish, a look which is
highly fashionable and sought after by interior designers today.

Hammered copper, aptly named as each panel is hand beaten
into shape and then a further process is applied to produce a
hammered patina effect from the impact of more than a
thousand single blows to the copper bath. This produces a very
hard wearing and undulated finish. The beauty of all of these
finishes and more is that they are all unique and no two baths
are made or look the same for this reason all sizes are given with
tolerances. Weld seams and undulations in the coper baths may
also be visible which highlights the time taken to create each
and every copper bath by hand.

Handmade .7

Copper & Brass

8. Copper & Brass

Copper & Brass .9

A design inspired by the Arts and Craft
movement, the Renee copper bath is the only
copper bath in the range which stands on feet.
Styled from Brass, the feet are petite
complementing the delicate shape of the roll top
bath.

The Bijou is a petite slipper bath, single ended
with a straight plinth. This little addition is
available in two sizes 1500mm or 1200mm, with
a copper exterior and nickel interior, or full
copper, and is ideal for compact bathrooms.

10. Copper & Brass

Copper & Brass .11

The Barque emits the soft and reflective glow
of copper, this combined with the addition of the
delicate detailed band of brass which embraces
the bath, makes a beautiful centre piece to any
design. Adding to this, the deep sides of the
bath tub provide ample space for luxury
bathing.

The Oval shape and crisp lines display an air of
confidence enabling this bath to be included in
many projects either contemporary or classically
themed.

12. Copper & Brass

Copper & Brass .13

Inspired by interior design from around the
world, the Hurlingham range of copper baths is
as diverse as the many styles of bathrooms that
can accommodate them. From Classic
Georgian to Modern Chic there are no rules
when incorporating these materials into a
project.

Working with brass or nickel, every bath has
been skilfully crafted creating a level of detail
and individuality that can only be achieved by
hand. The copper and nickel Bateau bath is
French inspired; this stylish double ended
slipper bath is available in three sizes :1500,
1700 and 2000mm, and is one of Hurlingham’s
most versatile baths. The Zille is a lower height
double ended bath available in nickel interior
and exterior, and its lighter weight allows it to
be situated where cast iron may be ruled out
due to weight constraints.

14. Copper & Brass

Copper & Brass .15

copper int, FRM002

Cast Iron

The Bambino is a truly delightful little bath,
perfectly formed and scaled from a full sized
bateau, available in different finishes.

Combining copper with teak to create an
inspiring and iconic design aptly named the
Sampan, which takes design cues from the
oriental boats of the East, the teak encased
copper tub is a unique design which can be
found only in the Hurlingham collection.

Working with oak and fruitwood, Hurlingham
have also created the Sloop, a double ended
slipper bath, with the Dory completing the range
of timber framed baths. The craftsmanship
required to create these models ensures that
each bath is as unique as the exterior, with the
timber element of the bath being created first
before the copper interior is hand beaten into the
shape and form of the bath tub interior.

copper int, FRM003

16. Copper & Brass

copper int, FRM004

Cast Iron .17

vitreous enamel int, HUR010 / 012

vitreous enamel int, EMP013 / 008

Cast iron has been used to make baths for 100’s of years and at Hurlingham we choose the
traditional methods of sand casting to create the finished form. All of the Hurlingham range of cast
iron baths are vitreous enamel coated on the inside. This is simply a thin layer of glass fused at high
temperatures on to the surface of the metal, creating a smooth and easy to clean surface.

Like all fired products vitreous enamel has its own characteristics including undulations in the
surface of the material, giving a handmade look and feel. Cast iron is versatile and the shape of these
baths provides the flexible back drop to be creative with paint finishes and even fabrics - the Caravel
Bateau Peacock bath is a Hurlingham favourite.

vitreous enamel int, BVC002

18. Cast Iron

Cast Iron .19

The Mon Empire cast iron bath is distinctively
French in design, originating from 18th century
provincial France. With elegant lines this bath
would luxuriate either a classical or contemporary
bathroom design.

As with all of the models in the Hurlingham range,
each bath has different features which denote
luxury throughout the period of time.

vitreous enamel int, EMP001F / 002F

20. Cast Iron

Cast Iron .21

When working with special finishes, the Galleon
bath is one of Hurlingham’s most versatile yet
understated designs which will enable you to
luxuriate in everything from an elegant fabric
upholstered exterior to a hand stitched leather roll.
Named after the historical Galleon boats, this is
also where the design inspiration originates.

Modern technology allows the timeless fusion
between opulence and functionality, as each fabric
or leather faced Galleon has several coats of water
proofing applied to ensure that the functionality of
the bath is not compromised by the design.

Indulgent and incredibly luxurious, it would make
a beautiful statement in any bathroom project.
Painted baths and gilding are now more sought
after than ever. Providing the freedom to choose
your own style or work with one of our pre-existing
range finishes, we like to ensure that there are no
boundaries other than your own limits

vitreous enamel int, BVC001 Price for bespoke finishings on application

22. Cast Iron

Cast Iron .23

HUR069 / 068

vitreous enamel int,

SJZ037 / HEF412

vitreous enamel int,

An imposing, rectangular shaped bath, the
Roman is softened by its French classical feet,
whilst the single slipper Chloe is delicate and
compact in nature. Add a shower rail and
curtain for a perfect bathing and showering
combination.

The Palm Leaf bath takes its name from the
beautiful detail on the feet of this free standing
cast iron bath and is available in polished cast
Oval Shower Rail - Copper, QSS068

iron or painted in a colour.

vitreous enamel int, HUR060F / 061F

24. Cast Iron

Cast Iron .25

Oak roll SJZ039

vitreous enamel int, SJZ033

With Hurlingham it is possible to make your
own mark on design and consider a range of
special fabric finishes. The Montpellier has an
attractive, flat wooden ledge that provides
added functionality and design. The La Petite
is a dainty tub, ideal for a child’s bathroom,
particularly when stencilled and the Viceroy
with its distinguished Lion’s claw foot is so
classic in design.

A concealed bath filler and shower
combination with thermostatic control, will
complete your bathing experience, courtesy
of Hurlingham.

SJZ035 / 038

26. Cast Iron

vitreous enamel int,

vitreous enamel int, EMP004 / 005

Cast Iron .27

Marble

28. Marble

Marble .29

Each hand carved from a single block of pure
stone, the Hurlingham marble collection is truly

Stainless Steel

opulent with outstanding detail.

Run your hand across the surface to feel the
nuances that can only truly exist on a bath
sculpted by the hands of craftsmen who have
learnt their trade passed down from generation
to generation
int, HEF118

int, HEF115

int, HEF120

30. Marble

Stainless Steel .31

The Torino, a versatile bath available with a dark

brushed stainless

steel int, SS007

or light mother of pearl exterior and a stainless
steel interior, is a hard wearing bath which
alludes to a balance between classical and
contemporary design.

A painted finish is also available in this range,
with the flexibility to choose your own colour or
opt for one from the Hurlingham palette. Feeling
more creative? Why not opt for a gilded exterior
as shown on the Torino Tub gilded with copper
leaf?

Brushed stainless steel

SS061

32. Stainless Steel

stainless steel int,

int, SS005

brushed stainless steel int, SS005

Stainless Steel .33

Basin Taps - Nickel, QSS063
Tub Basin - Light mother of pearl, SS102

Tub Basin - Dark mother of pearl, SS101

Basins

The Globe Leg basin stand has a contemporary leg yet

Marble Basin - Black, HEF131

alludes to a Moroccan feel. The ethos of this range
stems from flexibility, contrast, style and choice, as the
tops are chosen separately to the legs giving you the
control to design your own concept. The legs are
available in both copper and acacia wood.

The pairing of the mother of pearl tub or bateau basins
with nickel interior and the globe leg stands adds a level
of luxury to the design as each piece of mother of pearl
is applied by hand. To complete the look, these basins
have been created to accompany the Torino or Chaise
Bateau bath.

Basin Taps - Copper, QSS065
Bateau Basin - Dark mother of pearl, SS103
Marble Basin Top - Black, HEF125
Globe Vanity Legs - Copper, TT109C

34. Basins

Bateau Basin - Light mother of pearl, SS104
Bull Nose Vanity Top - Acacia, TH829N
Globe Vanity Legs - Acacia, TH827N

Basins .35

Small Basin Cube - Fruitwood, TH803
Single Cast Iron Stand - Polished, HEF417F

Square Basin - Copper, SS117

Oblong Oval Basin - Copper, SS135C

When designing bathrooms the Hurlingham range of
basins are far from plain. With a wide range of styles,
shapes and sizes, from the Bateau basin round tub to

The Cirque wood basin stands are a delightful

the Cube there is something for most designs. With a

addition to any bathroom, designed in two sizes to be

co-ordinating basin stand, or cube and leg

both practical yet stylish.

arrangement, choose your basin and then your stand,
as these are all interchangeable. The Cube is available
in two sizes and the legs can be bought singularly or
as a pair. Available in painted or polished cast iron
Tub Basin - Nickel
int, SS027
Basin Taps - Nickel, QSS063

finishes, it is possible to achieve an industrial yet
stylish feel adding depth to your room design.

The circular aperture incorporated into the gable end
of the stand enables the storage of towels, whilst the
shelf is deep enough to accommodate toiletries.

The shortened height basin waste is ideal to fit in the
space between the shelf and the top of the stand.
Oblong Basin - Copper, SS116
Medium Cirque Stand - Weathered acacia, TH820

Bateau Basin - Nickel

36. Basins

int, SS009. Large Basin Cube - Fruitwood, TH802. Cast Iron Stand - Polished, HEF418F

Cast Iron Bateau Basin - Polished, EMP012F

Cube Round Basin - Copper, SS134C

Basins .37

Cast Iron Tub Basin - Copper leaf, EMP011
Basin Taps - Copper, QSS065

Bottle Trap - Nickel, BWP012

Showers

Butler’s Basin - Copper, COP010. Large Cirque Stand - Weathered acacia, TH819

Round Basin - Copper ext / nickel int, SS158C
Small Cirque Stand - Weathered acacia, TH821

38. Basins

Bronze Basin - Solid bronze, SS106

Showers .39

Trumpet Shower Head - Copper, SS044

18mm Shower Arm & Riser Rail - Chrome, SWT002CH
12" Shower Rose - Chrome, SWT014CH

Small Shower Rail - Copper, QSS068

The Hurlingham range of shower
accessories includes an array of drench
shower heads and support arms in
chrome, copper or nickel finishes together
with wall mounted thermostatic shower

Choose from authentic circular wrought iron or oval

systems.

shaped shower curtain rails finished in various metal
patinas perhaps teamed with a copper or brass

The Odyssey shower tray, sculpted from

Rotunda shower tray that will add depth and contrast

a single piece of white marble brings

to a wet room or make a pool side statement.

classical authenticity to showering areas.
Exposed Thermostatic Shower Valve - Chrome, SWT001CH
Diverter & Handset On Slider - Chrome, SWT003CH

Odyssey - White veined marble, HEF106

40. Showers

Shower Arm - Copper, QSS070
Bulbous Shower Head - Copper, SS043

Small Shower Rail - Wrought iron - ESS016
Large Trombone Shower Head - Copper, SS042

Rotunda Shower Tray 1190mm - Copper ext / nickel int, SS095

Large Flat Shower Head - Nickel, SS056

Showers .41

Single Lever Monoblock Mixer - Chrome, SWT022CH

3 Hole Basin Mixer - Copper, SWT016C

Brassware

Lever styled brassware is available in both
concealed, wall mounted and deck mounted
basin fillers in both mono and mixer formats.

The bath shower mixer from Hurlingham can be

Hurlingham’s tall pillar taps are ideally suited

deck mounted for baths available with tap holes,

for use with the surface mounted basins offered

or can be supported by stand pipes for a

in the Hurlingham Collection.

freestanding look. Shown here with the white
lever options and available in chrome, nickel or
copper finishes.

42. Brassware

Single Lever Monoblock Mixer - Nickel, SWT030N
Monoblock Mixer Extention - Nickel, SWT031N

Basin Taps - Nickel, QSS063

Brassware .43

Bath Mixer Taps - Chrome, QSS051
Tap Stands 650mm - Chrome, QSS054

3 Hole Wall Mounted Bath Filler - Copper, SWT019C

Wall Mounted Bath Filler - Copper, SWT020C

Long Spout Bath Taps - Copper, QSS049
Tap Stand 650mm - Copper, QSS055

The Hurlingham Collection includes a comprehensive
choice of brassware in copper, nickel, chrome and
brass finishes.

From floor mounted, long spout bath filler and mixer
taps to concealed, wall mounted and deck mounted
fillers, with the distinctive Hurlingham five star or

Floor mounted tap supports are available in two
heights of 650mm and 720mm providing the flexibility
to position them in the centre or end of the bath or any
place in between.

cross-head tap heads.

For a very traditional look, Hurlingham’ s separate
deck mounted pillar taps in a brass finish fit the brief
perfectly.

Bath Filler - Chrome, SWT018CH

44. Brassware

Floor Standing Bath Filler - Copper, SWT032C

3 Hole Basin Mixer - Chrome, SWT015CH

Hurlingham Baths Taps - Brass, QSS035

Brassware .45

3 Hole Wall Mounted Bath Filler - Chrome, SWT021CH

Dual Control Thermostatic Shower Valve - Chrome,
SWT009CH

Sanitaryware

The level of brassware choice continues
throughout the range with plate mounted
concealed bath fillers, thermostatic shower
valves, and a combination set to include a
concealed wall mounted filler spout and

A universal waste water and exposed overflow

concealed deck mounted lever taps for an

kit, complete with a traditional plug and chain

ultra-sleek style.

and a Hurlingham branded ceramic disc.

Trimmed to size by the installer and available in
a copper, nickel, chrome or brass finishes to
complement your bath and brassware choices.

Bath Waste - Copper, BWP003

46. Brassware

Wall Mounted Spout 3/4” - Chrome, SWT023CH
Lever Deck Mounted Bath Valves - Chrome, SWT017CH

Sanitaryware .47

Hampton Low Level Cistern Kit - Copper, SWT034C
Hampton Pan - White, HBC027

Hampton High Level Cistern - White, HBC032
Hampton High Level Cistern Kit - Copper, SWT033C

A selection of chinaware has been carefully
chosen for The Hurlingham Collection which
encompasses the handmade and traditional
theme and allows a complete Hurlingham
bathroom setting.

The lavatories are available in both a low level
and high level design with wall mounted ceramic
cisterns and a pull chain for the high level
option. Toilet pans in three different designs can
be selected both with a Hurlingham branding
embellishment and toilet seats to suit. Exposed
pipe work is available in copper or nickel to
harmonise the design.

Hampton Toilet Seat - Natural, HBC026

48. Sanitaryware

Hampton Pan - White, HBC024
Hampton Toilet Seat - White, HBC025

Highgate Low Level Cistern Kit - Polished nickel, HBC007 Highgate White Pan - HBC006
Highgate Toilet Seat - White, HBC009

Sanitaryware .49

Highgate High Level Cistern Kit - Polished nickel, HBC008

The Hampton basin: this regally styled basin is

3 Hole Basin Mixer - Nickel, SWT015N

available in several options with a three, two or
one tap hole and in 3 sizes: small, medium and
large. The crisp lines of this basin would suit
most classical designs and the pedestal is
particularly stylish as it sets off the basin very
well.

Illustrated here with a 3 hole basin mixer with
pop up waste from the Hurlingham range with
white lever plated in a nickel finish. The colour of
the white enamel basin works well with the
vitreous enamel of any cast Iron bath in the
Hurlingham bath range.

The Highgate WC allows you to keep the
integrity of your period design yet provides a
modern convenience, this range is available in
low level and high level options, with
co-ordinating seat.

The pipe work for the pan and cistern is
available in copper, nickel and chrome options
with a traditional pull chain for a high level
cistern and a lever for the low level.

The Hurlingham sanitary ware range can be
mixed and matched and complements all of
the towel warmer and radiators available in the
range too.
Highgate White Pan - HBC006

50. Sanitaryware

Hampton Large Basin, 3 Tap Holes - White, HBC022
Hampton Pedestal - White, HBC023

Sanitaryware .51

The Chichester is a stylish yet angular basin
with design elements that hark back to the Art

Accessories

Deco period. Available in a three, two and one
tap hole option, this is a very versatile basin
and is shown here with the Grandis towel rail
and 1500mm copper nickel bateau bath.

The white lever basin mixers carry the
Hurlingham brand making a compelling
coupling with the Chichester basin.

Chicester Large Basin, 3 Tap Holes - White, HBC011 3 Hole Basin Mixer - Chrome, SWT015CH
Chicester Pedestal - White, HBC023

52. Sanitaryware

Accessories .53

Bath Caddy - Copper, SS081C

Round Casement Mirror - Acacia, TH825

Round Mirror - Nickel, SS114N

Luxuriate in hand crafted detail with the Hurlingham range of
bathroom accessories. Add touches of copper or nickel with
attractive and useful products that are designed not only to
Toilet Roll Holder - Copper, SS118C

complement but also to make the use of your bathroom practical
and enhance your bathing experience.

The addition of a copper, nickel
or wooden casement mirror
further endorses the hand-made
narrative and with an option to
choose from a range of styles in
Towel Cradle - Nickel, SS088N

Soap Tray - Copper, SS090C

Soap Tray - Nickel, SS091N

Pannier - Nickel, SS059

combination with other
Hurlingham accessories, can truly
unify the bespoke design theme.

Segmental Mirror - Copper, SS122C

Beaky Table - Copper, SS136C

Towel Ladder - Copper, SS137C

54. Accessories

Curves Towel Plank - Acacia, TH818

Cirque Towel Plank - Acacia, TH817

Cone Table - Nickel, SS111N

Rectangle Mirror, Nickel, SS121N

Segmental Mirror, Acacia, TH828

Oval Mirror - Copper, SS115C

Oval Mirror - Nickel, SS113N

Accessories .55

Tap Enclosure - Nickel, SS124N

Tap Enclosure with Roll - Copper, SS123C

Radiators & Towel Warmers

Double Wave Towel Hanger - Copper, SS138

Circular Towel Hanger - Copper, SS140

56. Accessories

Zed Table - Weathered Acacia, TH824

Radiators & Towel Warmers .57

Hurlingham radiators are crafted to original
designs, through a time honoured sand cast
process which brings authentic detail to the
bare cast sections.

Hurlingham’ s range of genuine cast iron
radiators can add a vintage vibe to a period
renovation or a modern slant to a contemporary
design brief.

The Sudbury radiator based on an Art Deco
theme has a strong geometric form with
delicate detailing that can be picked out
through a number of different specialist finishes,
in particular a highlight finish which draws
attention to the moulded features in each section of the radiator.

In addition to a selection of bespoke finishes
and patinas to include hand burnishing and
antiquing, it is possible to choose from over
4,000 paint colours to complete a customised
theme. This can be taken to another level by
choosing a radiator gilded with gold or silver
leaf to give an extra touch of glamour.

For completeness, it is possible to add a set of
complementary thermostatic or manual control
valves and decorative wall stays to any radiator
purchase.

58. Radiators & Towel Warmers

Radiators & Towel Warmers .59

When it comes to space heating, one size
definitely does not fit all, which is why
Hurlingham offer such a wide choice of styles
and sizes. From a compact low level radiator to
fit underneath a picture window or in a
conservatory, to a tall narrow sectioned radiator
for a cosy corner, all Hurlingham radiators are
custom made to individual size requirements
allowing complete design freedom. The
Cambridge radiator is available in a choice of
standard and narrow widths, and the Victorian in
two, four, six and nine column widths.

60. Radiators & Towel Warmers

Radiators & Towel Warmers .61

Quality comes to mind with the Hurlingham
brand and this is continued through the Grandis
range of towel radiators. Crafted with a steel
body, the Grandis is available in wall and floor
mounted models, with a 40mm large bore
diameter and dual fuel compatibility as standard.

Available in a choice of ladder or horse styles,
and in chrome, copper or nickel finish, there is a
choice to suit every bathroom style and an
opportunity to extend an authentic theme
throughout the whole design.

62. Radiators & Towel Warmers

Radiators & Towel Warmers .63

If a more traditional impression is desired it is
possible to opt for a towel rail with a customised
radiator insert which is available in an extensive
range of hand applied coloured and professional
finishes.

To ensure completeness the Hurlingham
collection includes a choice of vintage and
contemporary styled control valves with
thermostatic and manual options and in addition,
an array of wall stays to complete the look.

64. Radiators & Towel Warmers

Radiators & Towel Warmers .65

HURLINGHAM

Guarantees & Customer Care
At Hurlingham, we pride ourselves on delivering excellence in both service and quality.
To reinforce this we provide the following warranties:

Baths - 5 years
Chinaware - 5 years
Brassware - 5 years
Radiators - Lifetime
Furniture & Accessories - 5 years
Stone & Marble - 2 years
For full terms and conditions of these warranties and to ensure your bathroom looks as good as
the day it was new, please visit: www.hurlinghambaths.co.uk/warranty-care-guide

Notes:

